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Synopsis

(P/V/G Composer Collection). A moving account of Chapin’s legacy as a pioneering “story song” writer, performer, and philanthropist is followed by sheet music for 24 of his most beloved songs, several of which were never available as sheet music until now. Titles: 30,000 Pounds of Bananas * A Better Place to Be * Caroline * Cat’s in the Cradle * Circle * Flowers Are Red * I Want to Learn a Love Song * Jenny * Last Stand * Mr. Tanner * November Rains * Remember When the Music * Sandy * She Sings Songs Without Words * Shooting Star * Song Man * Story of a Life * Sunday Morning Sunshine * Tangled Up * Puppet * Taxi * W*O*L*D * When I Look Up * You Are the Only Song * You Own the Only Light.
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Customer Reviews

This collection of songs is great but the chords are pretty difficult for a beginner. But then it doesn't claim to be an easy guitar book anyways. I will keep the book and try to learn the chords. I once had a Harry Chapin songbook that was much easier to play but I lost it. So I was hoping this one would be like it. It isn't but if you are a good guitarist you won't have any problem with this songbook.

Harry played in some strange keys. Don’t know how he did it. My only object is that there weren’t more of his songs in the book. Somehow, we need a complete anthology of his sheet music. We’ll get what we can take.
This has all the songs you remember. It is useful to me as I am transcribing some of the songs for banjo accompaniment.

A great collection of Harry's work that clearly shows the complicated inner workings of the man and his music. It can be considered difficult for the non-musically inclined.

Harry Chapin was one of the BEST story tellers of all time. Using the book to play his songs brings back memories. The cords were easy to play and glad I bought it.

This is perfect for the piano keyboard I got my husband for Xmas! I can't wait to hear him play!

very happy with this product

This collection had the numbers I needed to work with - I just wish he was still on this earth.
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